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1 Motivations and BackgroundIn secure distributed systems it is essential thatprincipals (persons, hosts, computers, etc.) couldprove their identities to each other. The mechanism ofproving the identity over networked systems is calledauthentication. Typically, cryptographic protocols areused to ensure authentication and related purposes.A cryptographic protocol is a precisely de�ned se-quence of communication and computation steps thatuse cryptographic mechanisms such as message en-cryption and decryption. We assume that the reader isfamiliar with cryptography basics and the associatedconcepts.It is well known that the design of authenticationcryptographic protocols is error prone. Several pro-tocols have been shown awed in computer securityliterature. Consequently, a surge of interest has beenexpressed in the development of formal methods andtools for the speci�cation, design and analysis of cryp-tographic protocols. A complete bibliography and acomparative study of these methods can be found in[13, 31, 30, 36, 39, 24, 43, 44, 14]. These methodscan be classi�ed as follows: logical methods, generalpurpose formal methods and process algebra methods.Typically, logical methods rest on the use of modal(epistemic, temporal and/or doxatic) logics. The logicis used to specify the protocol (idealization) as wellas the security properties. In 1989, Burrows, Abadiand Needham devised BAN, a modal logic of be-lief for the speci�cation and veri�cation of crypto-graphic protocols [11, 12]. BAN is the most knownand famous logic dedicated to cryptographic proto-cols. Since then, plenty of derived logics have been ad-vanced [1, 20, 15, 29, 19]. In 1990, Bieber [5] developed1



CKT5, a modal logic of knowledge which has been re-vised and extended by Carlsen in [13] and Snekkenesin [42]. Concurrently, many other logics attempted tocombine several aspects of modal logic such as belief,knowledge and trust [18, 35, 37, 45]. These meth-ods have been successfully used to detect many awsin cryptographic protocols and they are very expres-sive while specifying security properties. Neverthe-less, they are not very suitable to specify the protocolsthemselves. In fact, the protocols are often translatedinto a set of logical formulas. The translation process,often referred to as idealization, is error prone sinceit aims to translate an operational description into alogical one. Furthermore, the idealization is not sys-tematic. Moreover, most of the proposed logics whileproved sound with respect to some semantics are gen-erally incomplete. In addition, the veri�cation of theprotocol is always manual and semi-formal.Another trend in formal cryptographic develop-ment consists in the accommodation of some wellknown general purpose formal methods. Represen-tative speci�cation languages that have been used insuch accommodations are LOTOS [48, 49, 47, 10], B,VDM [7, 46, 6], HOL [42], Ina Jo [22, 23], Z [9, 41]and Coq [8]. Although these formal methods are now�rmly established and known to be of great use inspeci�cation and veri�cation, it remains that thesemethods are not dedicated to cryptographic protocols.In addition, these methods need much of expert assis-tance during the veri�cation process. Actually, theyrely on manual or interactive theorem proving tech-niques.Lately, the use of process algebra for cryptographicprotocol speci�cation and veri�cation has been ex-plored. In 1995, Gavin Lowe [25, 28, 27, 26] was the�rst to use CSP [21] and model-checking techniques forcryptographic protocol analysis. The protocol is spec-i�ed as a set of communicating sequential processesthat are running in parallel and interacting with theirsurroundings. The veri�cation is performed by ex-tracting a model (usually a �nite state transition sys-tem) from the speci�cation and checking that modelagainst a logical speci�cation (a formula over a modaltemporal logic) or a behavioral speci�cation (a pro-cess term). A similar approach was developed by BillRoscoe, Paul Gardiner, Dave Jackson and Janson Hu-lance in [38, 16, 17] and Steve Schneider in [40]. Re-cently, Abadi and Gordon [2, 3] advanced Spi, a calcu-lus for cryptographic protocols. Spi is built on top ofthe �-calculus [32, 33, 34], a mobile process algebra. Ithas been devised for the description and analysis of se-curity protocols. The process algebra-based methods

have been successfully used in the detection of sev-eral aws in well known cryptographic protocols. Theapproach seems to be very promising and useful. How-ever, it is well known that the underlying veri�cationtechniques, mainly those based on model-checking areproblematic in the presence of processes that exhibitin�nite behaviors. Accordingly, the in�nite aspects ofcryptographic protocols are usually not supported inthe veri�cation process. Notice also that the speci�ca-tion of security properties in terms of process agentsor modal formulae is neither straightforward nor sys-tematic (except in the case of Spi).In this paper, we present a new formal approach forthe analysis of authentication cryptographic protocols.This approach is fully automatic, formal and does notnecessitate any speci�cation of any protocol propertyor invariant. The analysis of a given cryptographicprotocol is structured in three main steps:� First, starting from a classical protocol descrip-tion, we extract what we call protocol roles. Ac-tually, a role is a protocol abstraction where theemphasis is put on only one principal. Such anabstraction allows us to point out, for each princi-pal, his interpretation of the exchanged protocolmessages.� Second, the intruder abilities are automaticallyextracted. Apart from the well known abilitiessuch as the complete control of the network, en-cryption and decryption, we consider all the com-putational abilities provided by the protocol it-self. Generally, the intruder can initiate one ormore sessions of the protocol so as to get or re-construct a particular information to be used intoan attack. In our approach, such computationabilities are captured as a �nite proof system inwhich the inference is based on rewriting modulosyntactic uni�cation.� Third, the roles together with the proof systemare combined to perform the protocol veri�ca-tion. The latter consists in checking whether onecan instrument a particular role by answering allthe challenges uttered by this role. The answersare merely theorems established in the deductiveproof system.The main contributions of this work are:� A new approach for the analysis of cryptographicprotocols. This approach is formal, fully auto-matic and does not necessitate any speci�cationof any protocol property or invariant. It takes as2



a parameter the protocol speci�cation and gener-ates the set of aws, if any, as well as the corre-sponding attack scenarios.� An illustration of the usefulness and e�ciency ofour approach, on the analysis of the Woo andLam authentication protocol. Abadi and Need-ham have shown that the protocol is insecure andthey proposed a new corrected version. In this pa-per, we discover new unknown aws in the Wooand Lam protocol and in the corrected version ofAbadi and Needham.We consider here a subclass of authentication cryp-tographic protocols. The approach deals with pro-tocols that use symmetric-key cryptography, at mostone server and where the only exchanged messagesare constructed over nonces, principal identities andsymmetric-keys. Moreover, we assume that principalsrecognize the use of their keys.The rest of this paper is structured as follows: InSection 2 we recall briey some basic notions of crypto-graphic protocols. Section 3 is devoted to an informalpresentation of the veri�cation algorithm. In Section4, we present the formal description of the algorithmand we show how the proof system is generated. InSection 5, we illustrate our approach on the analysisof the corrected version of the Woo and Lam authen-tication protocol. A few concluding remarks and adiscussion of further research are ultimately sketchedas a conclusion in Section 6.2 BasicsAs de�ned in [50, 51], a protocol is a preciselyde�ned sequence of communication and computationsteps. A communication step transfers messages fromone principal (sender) to another (receiver), while acomputation step updates a principal's internal state.A protocol with a security objective is called a cryp-tographic protocol. Cryptographic functions are usedto achieve such an objective. Authentication protocolsare a special kind of cryptographic protocols where theprimary aim is to allow principals to identify them-selves to each other.In the sequel, the statement A �! B : M will beused to denote the transmission of a message M fromthe principal A to the principal B. A message is com-posed of one or several primitive words. A messageencrypted with key k is written fMgk and forms aword by itself. Concatenated messages are separatedby commas. Message contents (words) follow naming

conventions: Encryption keys and nonces are respec-tively written k and N . Principals are written A, B,S and I , where A and B stand for principals, S for aserver and I for a potential intruder. Subscripts willbe used to denote principal association, thus for ex-ample Na is a nonce that belongs to A and kas is ashared key between A and S.In the sequel, we recall the one-way Woo and Lamauthentication protocol as presented in [50, 51]. Thisprotocol relies on symmetric-key cryptography. Theprotocol runs as follows when the principal A wantsto prove his identity to the principal B:Here Nb is a nonce, a random number generated byB specially for this protocol run, S is a server and kasand kbs are keys that A and B initially share with S.The description of the protocol can be read as follows:(1) A initiates the protocol and claims his identity toB; (2) B replies by sending the nonce Nb and askingA to encrypt it under kas in order to prove what heclaimed; (3) A returns the nonce Nb encrypted underkas; (4) B forwards the response encrypted, togetherwith A's identity, under kbs for veri�cation; (5) S de-crypts the received message using B's key, extracts theencrypted component and decrypts it using A's keyand re-encrypts under B's key. If S replies fNbgkbs ,then B will �nd Nb after decrypting it and he shouldbe convinced that A is really running this session withhim. The protocol is given in Table 1.Woo and Lam stated that the protocol is correct if:\whenever a responder �nishes the execution of theprotocol, the initiator is in fact the principal claimedin the initial message". Nevertheless, the protocol isknown to be awed. In particular, Abadi and Need-ham presented an attack to the protocol in [4]. Theynoticed that an attack is possible because there is noconnection between B's request and S's reply. Theauthors discussed again the protocol in their paperand �nally suggested the new corrected version givenin Table 2.The next section is devoted to an informal presen-tation of our veri�cation algorithm. The latter willbe illustrated over the Woo and Lam authenticationprotocol described above.3 Informal PresentationStarting from a protocol description, the algorithmoperates in three main steps:(a) Role extraction(b) Proof system generation(c) Veri�cation3



Message 1: A �! B : AMessage 2: B �! A : NbMessage 3: A �! B : fNbgkasMessage 4: B �! S : fA; fNbgkasgkbsMessage 5: S �! B : fNbgkbsTable 1: The Woo and Lam Authentication Protocol
Message 1: A �! B : AMessage 2: B �! A : NbMessage 3: A �! B : fNbgkasMessage 4: B �! S : A;B; fNbgkasMessage 5: S �! B : fA;NbgkbsTable 2: The Corrected Version of the Woo and Lam Authentication ProtocolIn the sequel, we will motivate, explain and illus-trate each of these three steps. The illustration willbe carried out on the Woo and Lam authenticationprotocol.3.1 Role ExtractionRoles are protocol abstractions where the emphasisis put, for a speci�c role, on a particular principal. Arole reects the way some principal perceives the pro-tocol messages. To understand the di�erence betweenroles and principals, let us take the following simpleexample: suppose that we have two principals A1 andA2 and suppose that the principal A1 wishes to provehis identity to A2, in this case the principal A1 hasto play the role A and the principal A2 has to playthe role B. However, if, later, the principal A2 wishesto prove his identity to A1, A2 must play the A's roleand A1 the B's one. The reader should notice thatthroughout the rest of this paper roles and principalswill be confused as far as ambiguity could be avoided.For instance, in the case of the Woo and Lam pro-tocol of Table 1, three roles could be extracted: A,B and S. The principal, playing the role A, partici-pates in the protocol through three main steps: First,A sends his identity to the principal B. Second, he

receives a nonce Nb from B. Third, he sends the mes-sage fNbgkas to B. Hence, the role associated to Acould be written as the following sequence of actions:Role(A) = h!; A;Bih?; Nb; Bih!; fNbgkas ; BiAn action is a triple of the form hdir;m; P i wheredir is a direction symbol (either ? meaning input or !meaning output), m is a message and P is a principalidenti�er.The principal playing role B participates in the pro-tocol of Table 1 through �ve actions. First, he re-ceives a principal identi�er, say A. Second, he gen-erates a fresh nonce, say Nb, and sends it to theagent A. Third, he receives from A the messagefNbgkas . Fourth, he sends to the server the messagefA; fNbgkasgkbs . Fifth, he receives from the server themessage fNbgkbs . Accordingly, the corresponding roleis: Role(B) = h?; A;Aih!; Nb; Aih?; fNbgkas ; Aih!; fA; fNbgkasgkbs ; Sih?; fNbgkbs ; SiThe principal playing the role of the server S par-ticipates in the protocol through two actions. First,4



he receives from B the message fA; fNbgkasgkbs . Sec-ond, he sends to B the message fNbgkbs . Hence, therole of S is given by:Role(S) = h?; fA; fNbgkasgkbs ; Bih!; fNbgkbs ; BiAt that point, we are ready to present the secondstep of our algorithm i.e. the proof system generation.3.2 Proof System GenerationIn cryptographic protocol design, we always assumethe presence of an intruder that has a complete controlover the communication network. Accordingly, the in-truder is able to intercept, modify, store, retrieve andsend any circulating message in the network. More-over, we assume that the intruder has the usual en-cryption and decryption abilities. In this work, weconsider another valuable source of information avail-able to the intruder: the protocol itself. Actually, theprotocol may be viewed by the intruder as a compu-tation engine which may be used to synthesize anddeliver some particular information that makes possi-ble a fatal attack.In our approach, we capture all these intruder abil-ities by a deductive proof system. We associate toeach protocol step an inference rule. Each inferencerule captures one possible instrumentation of the pro-tocol. The general form of an inference rule is:p1 : : : pnm cwhere p1; : : : ; pn;m are messages and c is a booleanformula. This inference rule should be read as fol-lows: the intruder could supply the protocol with themessages p1; : : : ; pn and get the message m from theprotocol provided that the side condition c holds1. Infact, the side condition refers to those freshness condi-tions dictated by the protocol. Furthermore, we willendow each inference rule with a sequence of protocolsteps (a scenario) showing how the intruder could in-strument the protocol with the information p1; : : : ; pnso as to get the message m.Now, let us see how this applies to the Woo andLam protocol of Table 1. For the sake of clarity, wepresent here the inference rules together with the asso-ciated scenarios without explaining how they are gen-erated. Such explanations will be given further in thesequel.The �rst step in the Woo and Lam protocol of Table1 is:1Rules without side condition will be presented as follows:p1 : : : pnm

1: A �! B : AThe inference rule associated with this protocol stepis: Ameaning that the intruder could get from the proto-col the identity of any principal wishing to initiate aprotocol session. Here is the scenario that makes thispossible: 1: A �! I(B) : AThis sequence stipulates that the intruder could getthe identity of a principal A by intercepting the mes-sage sent by this principal when wishing to initiatea new protocol session. In doing so, the intruder Iperforms a masquerade on the role of a principal B,which is written I(B). Later in this section, we willpresent inference rules that capture sophisticated com-putations.The second step in the Woo and Lam protocol ofTable 1 is: 2: B �! A : NbThe inference rule associated with this protocol stepis: ANb Fresh(Nb)meaning that the intruder could get a fresh nonce(generated by B) from the protocol just by supply-ing it with an agent identity. The side conditionFresh(Nb) stipulates the freshness2 of the informa-tion Nb. Here is the scenario that illustrates such asituation: 1: I(A) �! B : A2: B �! I(A) : NbThis sequence stipulates that the intruder does amasquerade on the role A. First, the intruder sendsto B the principal identi�er A. According to the pro-tocol, the principal B will react by generating a freshnonce Nb and sending it on the network to A, henceto I(A).The third step in the Woo and Lam protocol ofTable 1 is:2The symbol Fresh denotes a unary predicate that holdswhenever its argument is fresh.5



3: A �! B : fNbgkasThe inference rule associated with this protocol stepis: XfXgkasmeaning that the intruder could supply the protocolwith any informationX and get it encrypted under thesecret key shared between the server S and a principalA. At this level, we would like to pinpoint one impor-tant feature in our veri�cation algorithm. The readershould notice that we used X in the inference rule in-stead of Nb. The rationale underlying this choice isthat the principal A, at the third step of the protocol,replies with the message received at the second step(i.e. Nb) encrypted by kas. Notice that Nb is a noncegenerated and uttered by B and sent to A. Now, letus mention the following facts:� The principal A has no preliminary knowledge onthe e�ective value of the expected message at thesecond step of the protocol. Accordingly, A hasno means to verify the value of the received mes-sage at that step.� The freshness of Nb is a local property. In otherwords, the freshness of the nonce cannot be at-tested by any principal other than B. So, A can-not require the freshness of the message receivedat the second step of the protocol.� For the sake of generality, we assume that the ex-changed messages are not typed. Consequently,A is unable to verify the type of the message re-ceived at the second step of the protocol.Owing to these three facts, A can verify neitherthe value, the freshness nor the type of the messagereceived at the second step of the protocol. Conse-quently, A will accept any message at that step andwill reply by sending the encrypted version of this mes-sage under the key kas. This explains the rationaleunderlying the use of a variable message X instead ofNb. We will show further how fatal attacks could stemfrom this second protocol step.Here is the scenario that exhibits how the intrudercould instrument the protocol so as to get the messagefXgkas provided that he supplies the protocol with X :1: A �! I(B) : A2: I(B) �! A : X3: A �! I(B) : fXgkas

This sequence stipulates that the intruder will doa masquerade on the role B. First, the intruder willwait for A to initiate a protocol session i.e. to send themessage A which will be intercepted by I(B). Next,the intruder I(B) will send a message X to the princi-pal A. The latter will react innocently by sending themessage fXgkas .From now on, it is clear that the intruder has theability to encrypt any known message X with the se-cret key kas shared by the server and a principal A.Indeed, this ability follows from the three-steps se-quence above. This highlights a weakness in the de-sign of the Woo and Lam protocol. More dramatically,the intruder could encrypt any known message X byany shared key kps where p stands for any principalidenti�er. The reader should notice that in the proto-col speci�cation the principal identi�er A is implicitlyuniversally quanti�ed over all principals.Now, let us give some general comments regardingthe inference rules and the associated scenarios. First,the agent identi�ers as well as the introduced variablesare implicitly universally quanti�ed. Second, the gen-erated scenarios constitute proofs of the correction ofthe inference rules. Actually, the scenarios are propa-gated during the deduction process.The fourth step in the Woo and Lam protocol ofTable 1 is: 4: B �! S : fA; fNbgkasgkbsThe inference rule associated with this protocol stepis: A XfA;Xgkbsmeaning that the intruder could supply the protocolwith a principal identi�er, sayA, and a known messageX so as to get an encrypted version of the compositionof these two messages under the key kbs. Here is thescenario that illustrates such a situation:1: I(A) �! B : A2: B �! I(A) : Nb3: I(A) �! B : X4: B �! I(S) : fA;XgkbsThis sequence stipulates that the intruder will do amasquerade on the role A. First, the intruder sends toB the principal identi�er A. According to the proto-col, the principal B reacts by generating a fresh nonceNb and sending it on the network to A, hence to I(A).The next step is very sensible from the security stand-point. In fact, at the third step, the principal B iswaiting for a message (Nb) encrypted under a key (kas)6



that is locally unknown (from B standpoint). Never-theless, the principal B has no means to check neitherthat the received message at the third step is e�ec-tively encrypted under kas (kas is unknown to B), northat its content is Nb. Hence, the principal B can ac-cept any message, say X , at this third step. Finally,the principal B reacts con�dently with the messagefA;Xgkbs . This pinpoints a second weakness in thedesign of the Woo and Lam protocol.The �fth step in the Woo and Lam protocol of Table1 is: 5: S �! B : fNbgkbsThe inference rule associated with this protocol stepis: fA; fXgkasgkbsfXgkbsmeaning that the intruder could supply the protocolwith a message of the form fA; fXgkasgkbs so as toget the message fXgkbs . Here is the scenario thatillustrates such a situation:4: I(B) �! S : fA; fXgkasgkbs5: S �! I(B) : fXgkbsThis sequence stipulates that the intruder will do amasquerade on the role B. First, the intruder sends tothe server the message fA; fXgkasgkbs . According tothe protocol, the server decrypts such a message twice(using kbs then kas) and sends the sub-message X en-crypted under the key kbs. Notice that the server, atthe fourth step, is normally expecting a message of theform fA; fNbgkasgkbs . However, the server can checkneither the value, the freshness nor the type of Nb.Accordingly, the server accepts any other informationinstead of Nb. This explains the rationale underlyingthe use of X instead of Nb in the previous inferencerule.From now on, it is clear that the intruder has ex-tra decrypting abilities. In addition to the usual ones,the intruder can instrument the protocol to decryptmessages encrypted under keys that are unknown tohim. For instance, assume that the intruder is wish-ing to decrypt a message of the form fXgkas . Re-call also that the intruder may be a legal principalthat shares a symmetric key kis with the server. Theintruder can merely supply the server with the mes-sage fA; fXgkasgkis to get �nally the message fXgkiswhich he can decrypt to extract X . Here, the intruderhas used the server as an oracle to decrypt messages.Notice that this example illustrates only one possibleapplication (among many) of the previous inference

rule. This pinpoints a third weakness in the design ofthe Woo and Lam protocol.We sum up in Table 3 the whole proof system thathas been generated from the Woo and Lam protocolof Table 1. The inference rules and the associatedscenarios have been automatically generated from theprotocol speci�cation. The generation method will beexplained further in the sequel.3.3 Veri�cationIn this section, we show how to combine roles andinference rules so as to perform the veri�cation of agiven cryptographic authentication protocol. To keepthe presentation simple, we will con�ne ourselves tothe analysis of authentication properties. We willshow further how to easily extend our veri�cation al-gorithm to deal with security properties.A principal A wishing to prove his identity to aprincipal B, has to answer all the challenges utteredby B. Hence, the intruder can impersonate the prin-cipal A if he can answer all those challenges utteredby B to A. Thus, the veri�cation principal consists inchecking whether the intruder, with all its computa-tion abilities, can answer such challenges.Actually, the intruder computation abilities consistof:� An initial knowledge generally made of the keysthat the intruder shares with other principals, theserver identity and other principal identities. No-tice that this initial knowledge must be given ex-plicitly within the protocol speci�cation.� The usual encryption, decryption, compositionand decomposition abilities. Indeed, the intrudercould encrypt and decrypt any message underknown keys. In addition, he has the ability tocompose (catenate) and decompose messages.� Those computation abilities given by the protocolitself and captured by the deductive proof system.Now we come to the explanation of the veri�cationprocedure. Starting from the protocol description, weextract the roles. Now, for each role3, the intruderwill attempt to answer all the challenges uttered soas to perform a masquerade. The intruder will pro-gressively follow the role in a stepwise way. For a3Actually, the veri�cation involves only those roles that re-quire identity proofs from other roles. In the case of the Wooand Lam protocol, only the role B is involved in the veri�cationsince the protocol deals with unidirectional authentication. Ina bidirectional authentication protocol, the two principals areinvolved.7



Inference Rules ScenariosR1 A 1: A �! I(B) : AR2 ANb Fresh(Nb) 1: I(A) �! B : A2: B �! I(A) : NbR3 XfXgkas 1: A �! I(B) : A2: I(B) �! A : X3: A �! I(B) : fXgkasR4 A;XfA;Xgkbs 1: I(A) �! B : A2: B �! I(A) : Nb3: I(A) �! B : X4: B �! I(S) : fA;XgkbsR5 fA; fXgkasgkbsfXgkbs 4: I(B) �! S : fA; fXgkasgkbs5: S �! I(B) : fXgkbsTable 3: The Deductive Proof System Associated with the Woo and Lam Protocolgiven step, if the role sends a message, the intruder willmerely store it and hence will extend his knowledge. Ifthe role is waiting for receiving some particular mes-sage, the intruder will attempt to generate it usinghis current computation abilities. In other words, theintruder will try to synthesize the required messageusing his current knowledge modulo some composi-tion/decomposition and encryption/decryption steps,and also up to the use of the deductive proof system.Now, let us see how this applies to the unidirec-tional Woo and Lam authentication protocol of Table1. Notice that the only concerned role is B. The cor-responding role is:Role(B) = h?; A;Aih!; Nb; Aih?; fNbgkas ; Aih!; fA; fNbgkasgkbs ; Sih?; fNbgkbs ; SiActually, before starting to take up the variouschallenges uttered by B, we have �rst to proceed towhat we call the generalization of the role B. Thisoperation aims to replace some messages by messagevariables as done in the deductive proof system. Therationale underlying such substitutions is that thesemessages could not be veri�ed from the content, struc-ture, freshness and type standpoint. This operationwill be formally de�ned in the next section. The roleB is rewritten into:

Role(B) = h?; A;Aih!; Nb; Aih?; X;Aih!; fA;Xgkbs ; Sih?; fNbgkbs ; SiHere, we replace the message fNbgkas by a messagevariable X since B does not know the key kas, hencehe could accept any other information.First of all, let us initialize the knowledge of theintruder, noted KI , with the intruder initial knowl-edge. In other words, KI is set to fkis; A;B; Sg. Thismeans that the intruder initially knows the identity ofthe server S, his shared key with S, the role A andthe role B.Now the veri�cation amounts to a constraint satis-faction problem. In fact, we are going to collect con-straints that reect the requirements that makes theintruder take up successfully all the challenges utteredby a particular role.In the �rst step of the role B, the principal iswaiting for a message identi�er, say A. To takeup this challenge, the intruder has to generatesuch an identi�er from KI modulo some composi-tion/decomposition and encryption/decryption steps,and also up to the use of the deductive proof system.Such a constraint is written as:8



(E1) KI j=R Awhere R stands for the set of the rules R1; : : : ; R5of Table 3 together with the usual composi-tion/decomposition and encryption/decryption rules.At the second step, B sends the nonce Nb over thenetwork. Hence, the message becomes available to theintruder who extends his current knowledge to becomeK2 = KI [ fNbg = fkis; A;B; S;Nbg.At the third step, the intruder must supply B withX . Notice that the current knowledge of the intruderat this step is K2. Accordingly, this second constraintwill be written as:(E2) KI [ fNbg j=R XAt the fourth step, B o�ers the message fA;Xgkbsto the intruder. The latter updates his knowledge tobecome KI [ fNb; fA;Xgkbsg.Finally, the intruder has to supply the role B withfNbgkbs in order to achieve the masquerade. This lastconstraint will be written as:(E3) KI [ fNb; fA;Xgkbsg j=R fNbgkbsAt this level, we are ready to check whether theintruder can or cannot impersonate the role A. Thisamounts to check the existence of solutions to the con-straint set fE1; E2; E3g which is the following system:8<: fkis; A;B; S; Ig j=R Afkis; A;B; I; S;Nbg j=R Xfkis; A;B; I; S;Nb; fA;Xgkbsg j=R fNbgkbs 9=;In fact, we use the resolution as a decision pro-cedure for the simultaneous resolution of these con-straints. The decision procedure yields a set of sub-stitutions each of which denotes a potential aw. Fur-thermore, the inference rules of the proof system areannotated by the associated scenarios. Thus, the ap-plication of these inference rules propagates these sce-narios. Such a propagation yields also complete attackscenarios. To sum up, we extract automatically awsand attack scenarios from protocol speci�cations.In the case of the constraint set fE1; E2; E3g, thealgorithm produces many aws and attack scenarios.Most of these attacks are new and completely di�erentfrom those known up to now. In what follows, wepresent in Table 4 one among the many elegant attacksyielded by our algorithm.The reader should notice that the attack reportedin Table 4 is both elegant and sophisticated. The ele-gance of the attack stems from three facts:

1. First, the attack involves �ve sessions, hence webelieve that the attack cannot be generated man-ually (at least in an easy way).2. Second, notice that the intruder does not makeany use of his key. Consequently, the intrudercan be an illegal user of the system.3. Third, the intruder impersonatesA without open-ing any protocol session with the principal A.Hence, A could be not operational when the in-truder performs the attack.Here is the way the attack of Table 4 could be car-ried out: In the communication step \1.1.", the in-truder begins a session with B in order to claim thathis identity is A. In the step \1.2.", the intruder Iintercepts the nonce Nb generated by B and send it toA. In the step \1.3.", I replies by a message anythingwhich means any message since B cannot do any veri-�cation. In the step \1.4.", B must react according tothe protocol by sending the message fA; anythinggkbs.This message will be intercepted by the intruder. To�nish this protocol run, the intruder ultimately needsto synthesize the message fNbgkbs in order to sendit to B at the step \1.5.". To get this last requiredmessage, the intruder will open the sessions 2, 3 and4. Notice that such a message could be get in a sim-pler way but for the sake of elegance we use all thesesessions.At the session 2, the intruder I waits for a principalC to initiate a session with another principalD. Then,he intercepts the message C and replies by the nonceNb in order to get the message fNbgkcs at the step 3of this session. This message will be used to generatethe message fC; fNbgkcsgkcs . Indeed, the intruder hasto wait that the same principal C initiates anothersession with another principal E as shown in Table4. At the session 4, the intruder wants to obtain themessage fC; fNbgkcsgkbs which makes easy getting themessage fNbgkbs . For instance, the intruder replies bythe message fC; fNbgkcsgkcs as the C's answer whichis supposed to be fN 0bgkcs . At the session 5, the in-truder gets easily the message fNbgkbs by sending themessage obtained at the session 4 to the server S.Finally, the intruder terminates the �rst session,step \1.5.", with B, by sending the message fNbgkbsas an S's response. Hence, from now on B is convincedthat the initiator of the session one is A.9



1:1 I(A) �! B : A1:2 B �! I(A) : Nb1:3 I(A) �! B : anything1:4 B �! I(S) : fA; anythinggkbs2:1 C �! I(D) : C2:2 I(D) �! C : Nb2:3 C �! I(D) : fNbgkcs3:1 C �! I(E) : C3:2 I(E) �! C : C; fNbgkcs3:3 C �! I(E) : fC; fNbgkcsgkcs4:1 I(C) �! B : C4:2 B �! I(C) : N 0b4:3 I(C) �! B : fC; fNbgkcsgkcs4:4 B �! S : fC; fC; fNbgkcsgkcsgkbs4:5 S �! I(B) : fC; fNbgkcsgkbs5:4 I(B) �! S : fC; fNbgkcsgkbs5:5 S �! I(B) : fNbgkbs1:5 I(S) �! B : fNbgkbsTable 4: An Attack of the Woo and Lam Authentication Protocol
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4 AlgorithmThe intent hereafter is to present the veri�cationalgorithm. First of all, we would like to present analgebraic formalization of the message domain. Thelatter is de�ned in terms of a many sorted orderedalgebra.De�nition 4.1 (Signature) An order-sorted signa-ture � is a pair ((S;�);�) where (S;�) is a partiallyordered set of sorts (type names) and � is a set offunction symbols. Each function symbol f is asso-ciated with an arity i.e. a �nite word of the forms1 � : : : � sn ! sn+1 where si ranges over the do-main S. The function f is said to be of arity n. Theterm s1� : : :� sn is called the domain of the functionf while sn+1 is called the codomain of f . Functionswith arity 0 are called constants.In order to lighten the notation, we will use, in thesequel, � to denote a signature ((S;�);�).De�nition 4.2 (�-Algebra) Let ((S;�);�) be anorder-sorted signature. An order-sorted �-algebra is apair (A,F) where A is an S-indexed family of sets, sayA = Ss2S As, and F is a �-indexed set of functionsffA j f 2 �g, such that for all sorts s and s0, s � s0implies As � A0s. Moreover, if f : s1�: : :�sn ! sn+1then fA : As1 � : : :�Asn ! Asn+1 .De�nition 4.3 (Free Algebra) Let ((S;�);�) bean order-sorted signature and X be an S-indexed setof variable identi�ers or merely variables i.e. X =Ss2S Xs such that X \ � = ;. The free �-algebraover X is the pair (T�(X); F�) where:� The S-indexed family T�(X) is de�ned as theleast set that satis�es:{ For all x 2 Xs, x 2 (T�(X))s.{ For all cte :! s 2 �, cte 2 (T�(X))s.{ For all f : s1 � : : :� sn ! s 2 � and for all(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 ((T�(X))s1� : : :�(T�(X))sn),f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 (T�(X))s.� The �-indexed set of functions F� is made offunctions of the form fT�(X) : ((T�(X))s1 � : : :�(T�(X))sn) ! T�(X)s that take tuples of theform (t1; : : : tn) to f(t1; : : : tn).The next de�nition introduces formally the algebraof messages used within this work. First of all, weconsider the following sorts: Msg, Key, Nonce, Agt,Nat and Server that classify respectively messages,

keys, nonces, agents, naturals and the server. We con-sider these function symbols: e, c, key,nonce, agt thatcorrespond respectively to encryption, catenation, keygeneration, nonce generation and agent generation. Inaddition, we assume the existence of a constant s de-noting the server. Let, 0 and succ be the usual naturalconstructors. The arities of these functions are givenbelow: 0 : ! Natsucc : Nat ! Natagt : Nat ! Agts : ! Servernonce : Nat ! Noncee : Msg �Key !Msgc : Msg �Msg !Msgkey : Agt�Agt ! KeyDe�nition 4.4 (Message Algebra) Let SM be thesort set fMsg;Agt;Key;Nonce;Agt; Server;Natgand �M be the function symbol setfe; c; key; nonce; agt; s; 0; succg. Let XM be anSM -indexed family of message variables. We endowSM with a partial order �M which stipulates thatAgt �M Msg, Key �M Msg, Nonce �M Msg,Server �M Agt and closed under reexivity. Wede�ne the algebra of messages T�M (XM ) as the free�M -algebra over XM . The free terms of the latteralgebra are called messages.In what follows, we present formal de�nitions ofroles and protocols.De�nition 4.5 (Protocol) A protocol is a sequenceof communication steps. Each step is a triple of theform hA;B;mi where A and B are principal identi-�ers, and m is a message. A triple hA;B;mi has tobe read as: A sends the message m to B.De�nition 4.6 (Role) A role is a sequence of com-munication steps. Each step is a triple of the formhdir;m; P i where P is a principal identi�er, m is amessage and dir 2 f!; ?g. A triple h?;m; P i has tobe read as: wait for receiving the message m from theprincipal P . A triple h!;m; P i has to be read as: sendthe message m to the principal P .From the protocol de�nition, it is straightforwardhow we can extract roles. A role P , for instance, isextracted from the protocol by looking at all the steps(in the same order) in which the character P is usedto point out the sender or the receiver.The veri�cation algorithm is reported in Tables 5and 6. We assume that each principal comes with the11



Glan(R) =case R ofh!; ; iR0 ) Glan(R0)h?;m; iR0 ) fmg [ Glan(R0)else fgendReduce(M) =case M offe(m; k); kg [ M 0 ) Reduce(fm;kg [ M 0)fc(m1;m2)g [ M 0 ) Reduce(fm1;m2g [ M 0)else MendF lat(M) =case M offe(m; k)g [ M 0 ) F lat(fm; kg [ M 0)fc(m1;m2)g [ M 0 ) F lat(fm1;m2g [ M 0)else MendBind(M) =let X new incase M offmg [ M 0 ) f(m;X)g [ Bind(M 0)fg ) fgendendGenMessage(m;B) =case B off(m;X)g [ B0 ) Xelsecase m ofe(m1; k) ) e(GenMessage(m1; B); GenMessage(k;B))c(m1;m2) ) c(GenMessage(m1; B);GenMessage(m2; B))else mendend Table 5: The Veri�cation Algorithm: Part I
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GenRole(R;KI; Fresh) =let GenRoleStep(Role;K; F;Role1) =letM = Glan(Role1),RM = Reduce(M [K [ F ),B = Bind(RMn(K [ F )),in case Role ofhdir;m;AiRole0 )hdir;GenMessage(m;B); AiGenRoleStep(Role0;K; F; hdir;m;AiRole1)else ) hiendendin GenRoleStep(R;K; F; hi)endRoleRules(GRole;KI; Fresh) =let RoleRulesStep(GR;K; F; Pr) =case GR ofh?;m;AiR0 )RoleRulesStep(R0;K; F; Pr [ fmg)h!;m;AiR0 )hPr;m0; F lat(Pr [ fm0g) \ F i [ RoleRulesStep(R0;K; F; Premises)else ) fgendin RoleRulesStep(GRole;KI; Fresh; fg)endCollect(Role;K;Rule)case Role ofh?;m; iRole0 ) hK;R;miCollect(Role0;K;Rule)h!;m; iRole0 ) Collect(Role0;K [ fmg; Rule)else ) hiend Table 6: The Veri�cation Algorithm: Part II
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speci�cation of two sets KI(R) and Fresh(R). Theset KI(R) corresponds to the initial knowledge of theprincipal R. Generally, the set KI(R) includes theidentity of the role R, the server identity (if it exists),the identities of the other roles and all the keys thathe shares with other principals. The set Fresh(R)includes all those fresh messages generated by the roleR. In Tables 5 and 6, we present the main functions in-voked by the veri�cation algorithm. The functions re-ported in Table 5 operate on messages while the func-tions reported in Table 6 operate on roles.First of all, let us explain the functions operat-ing on messages. The Function Glan: takes as pa-rameter a role, say R, and yields a message set, sayM . The latter embodies all those messages receivedby R during all the protocol steps. Given a mes-sage set M , the Function Reduce computes a reducedmessage set by recursively decomposing and decrypt-ing (with known keys) those messages in M . Forinstance, Reduce(fe(c(m;m1); kas); e(m2; kab); kasg)yields fm;m1; e(m2; kab); kasg. The function Reduceis used essentially to perform role abstraction, there-fore to generate rules of the inference system. Given amessage set M , the function F lat computes a at-tened message set by recursively decomposing anddecrypting non-elementary messages in M . For in-stance, F lat(fe(c(m;m1); kas); e(m2; kab); kasg) yieldsfm;m1;m2; kas; kabg. The function F lat is usedto generate the side conditions of the inferencerules. After the computation of the premise andthe conclusion parts, the side condition is gener-ated. For example, if we want to know the sidecondition of the rule fNa1 ; XgkasX and the set offresh messages is fNa1 ; Na2 ; Na3g. Then, we com-pute F lat(ffNa1; Xgkas ; Xg) \ fNa1 ; Na2 ; Na3g =fNa1 ; Xg \ fNa1 ; Na2 ; Na3g = fNa1g and we put asside condition Fresh(Na1). Hence, the rule the com-plete rule is fNa1 ; XgkasX Fresh(Na1).The Function Bind takes as parameter a messageset M and yields a set of bindings. A binding is apair (m;X) where the �rst component is a messageand the second component is a message variable. TheBind function aims to bind all the messages in M tonewly allocated message variables. Actually, in theveri�cation algorithm, the Bind function will be in-voked with the set of unknown messages to some roleand hence replacing (or binding) these messages by (orto) variables. The Function Gen takes as parametera message m together with a binding set B and yieldsthe argument message m in which we replace all themessages occurring in B by their corresponding vari-

ables. Indeed, the function Gen rewrites a message ac-cording to a binding. For instance, given the bindingB = f(e(m; k); X)g, the message m = e(e(m; k); k0)will be rewritten into m0 = e(X; k0). The message m0denotes the interpretation of the message m by a rolefor which the key k is unknown.Now, we would like to explain the functions thatgenerate the rules and the constraint set. Recall that,the constraint set tells us which messages the intruderhas to �nd in order to attack the protocol. The Func-tion GenRole takes as parameters a role R, an initialknowledge (message set) KI and a set of fresh mes-sages (those messages created by the protocol specif-ically for a particular session) Fresh. The compu-tation is done step by step along the protocol steps.The function GenRole gives as outcome the general-ized version of the role R. The computation of such ageneralized role involves the computation of the corre-sponding binding and rewriting the role accordingly.Indeed, at �rst we collect M , the set of messages re-ceived by R before the current analyzed step. Thisis captured in the function GenRoleStep by Role1which is initially hi. Hence M = Glan(Role1). Toobtain the reduced set associated with M , say RM ,and taking into account that we have an initial knowl-edge (message set) KI and a set of fresh messagesFresh, we compute Reduced(M [ KI [ Fresh). Atthis point, it is straightforward to see that those mes-sages in RMn(KI [ Fresh)) are unknown to the roleR. Those messages are then used to compute the bind-ing B according to which the transmitted message inthe current step will be generalized. The inferencerules are computed so as to associate one rule per pro-tocol step. In other words, we associate one inferencerule per output communication made by a particu-lar role. The function RoleRules(GRole;KI; Fresh)takes as input the generalized role GRole, the initialknowledge KI and the fresh informations Fresh as-sociated with one role. If in the current step the rolesends a message, then the rule premises set includes allthe generalized messages received by this role beforethis current step and the conclusion is the messagesent at that step. The rule side condition is pointedout by looking if the premises set contains a fresh in-formation vis-�a-vis this role. However, if at the cur-rent step the role receives a message, we have only toupdate the premises set by adding this message. Togenerate the complete inference system, we have toapply the function RoleRules(GRole;KI; Fresh) toall generalized roles in the protocol. For instance, weremark that we associate to each step in the proto-col an inference rule, since whenever one role receives14



a message there is necessary another which has sentit. Furthermore, since there is one message sent perprotocol step, we generate one rule for each protocolstep.The Function Collect is devoted to the collectionof those constraints needed to perform a masqueradeon a role R. The function Collect takes as parameterthe generalized role R and the set of messages K, andreturns the set of constraints. Initially, the messageset K is set to KI(R) [ Fresh(R). Whenever therole R sends (output communication) a message, theintruder adds it to his knowledge K. When the role iswaiting for some message, say m, the algorithm gen-erates a constraint of the form (K;Rules;m) whichshould be read as follows: the intruder has to synthe-size the message m thanks to the proof system Rules(inference rules) and also by using his knowledge K.5 Case StudyIn this section, we illustrate the application of ouralgorithm to the corrected version of the Woo and Lamprotocol of Table 2. We will see that new aws havebeen automatically discovered. First of all, here is theroles as extracted by the algorithms:Role(A) = h!; A;Bih?; Nb; Bih!; fNbgkas ; BiRole(B) = h?; A;Aih!; Nb; Aih?; fNbgkas ; Aih!; (A;B; fNbgkas); Sih?; fA;Nbgkbs ; SiRole(S) = h?; (A;B; fNbgkas); Bih!; fA;Nbgkbs ; BiTheir associated generalized roles are respectively:Role(A) = h!; A;Bih?; X;Bih!; fXgkas ; BiRole(B) = h?; A;Aih!; Nb; Aih?; X;Aih!; (A;B;X); Sih?; fA;Nbgkbs ; SiRole(S) = h?; (A;B; fXgkas); Bih!; fA;Xgkbs ; BiThe generalized roles are used by the functionRoleRules(GRole;KI; Fresh) to generate the infer-ence system. This step yields the rules shown in Table

7. Since the protocol is a one way authentication, theintruder try only to convince a principal playing a roleB that it is a principal A. Let IS be the inference sys-tem and KI the intruder initial knowledge,accordingto the B's generalized role the constraint set is:8<: KI j=IS AKI [ fNbg j=IS XKI [ fNbg j=IS fA;NbgkbsThe resolution step yields the two following attacks:� Attack 1:1:1 I(A) �! B : A1:2 B �! I(A) : Nb2:1 B �! I(C) : B2:2 I(C) �! A : A;Nb2:3 B �! I(C) : fA;Nbgkbs1:3 I(A) �! B : X1:4 B �! I(S) : A;B;X1:5 I(S) �! B : fA;NbgkbsIn this attack, the intruder uses two sessions in or-der to convince a principal playing B's role thathe is the principal A. Here, the intruder meetsno di�culties to supply B with the required mes-sages except the last one, fA;Nbgkbs . For thatreason, the intruder waits for B to begin a sessionwith some principal, say C. For instance, I inter-cepts the B's message and replies by A;Na as a Cnonce. Hence, it obtains the message fA;Nbgkbsat step 2:3 by which it completes the masqueradein session one.� Attack 2:1:1 I(A) �! B : A1:2 B �! I(A) : Nb1:3 I(A) �! B : X1:4 B �! S : A;B;X2:1 A �! I(B) : A2:2 I(B) �! A : Nb2:3 A �! I(B) : fNbgkas3:1 I(B) �! S : A;B; fNbgkas3:2 S �! I(B) : fA;Nbgkbs1:5 I(S) �! B : fA;NbgkbsIn this scenario, the main session is session 1where I is trying to convince B that he is theagent A. The intruder I sends the identity ofA to the principal B which replies by sending anonce Nb. As explained previously, at step 1.3, I15



Inference Rules ScenariosR1 A 1: A �! I(B) : AR2 ANb Fresh(Nb) 1: I(A) �! B : A2: B �! I(A) : NbR3 XfXgkas 1: A �! I(B) : A2: I(B) �! A : X3: A �! I(B) : fXgkasR4 A;XA;B;X 1: I(A) �! B : A2: B �! I(A) : Nb3: I(A) �! B : X4: B �! I(S) : A;B;XR5 A;B; fXgkasfA;Xgkbs 4: I(B) �! S : A;B; fXgkas5: S �! I(B) : fA;XgkbsTable 7: The Deductive Proof System Associated with the Corrected Version of Woo and Lam Protocolcan send any arbitrary value X because B is un-able to perform any veri�cation on the receivedmessage. At step 1.4, B sends (A;B;X) to S.At this step, one can imagine that S refuses thereceived message, but this is not important forthe rest of the attack scenario. After this step Ineeds fNbgkas in order to progress in the proto-col's steps. That explains why a parallel sessionwith A is initiated.6 ConclusionWe reported in this paper a new algorithm for theformal automatic veri�cation of authentication proto-cols. This algorithm does not necessitate any speci�-cation of any protocol property or invariant. It takesas parameter the protocol speci�cation and generatesthe set of aws, if any, as well as the correspondingattack scenarios. The algorithm involves three steps.First, protocol roles are extracted from the protocolspeci�cation. Second, the intruder abilities to performcommunications and computations are generated fromthe protocol speci�cation. In addition to the classi-cal known intruder computational abilities such as en-cryption and decryption, we also consider those com-putations that result from di�erent instrumentationsof the protocol. The intruder abilities are modeled asa deductive proof system. Third, the extracted roles

as well as the deductive system are combined to per-form the veri�cation. The latter consists in checkingwhether the intruder can answer all the challenges ut-tered by a particular role. If it is the case, an attackscenario is automatically constructed. To exemplifythe usefulness and e�ciency of our approach, we il-lustrated it on Woo and Lam authentication protocol.Abadi and Needham have shown that the protocol isinsecure and they proposed a new corrected version.In this paper, we discovered new unknown aws inthe Woo and Lam protocol and even in the correctedversion of Abadi and Needham. A prototype of thisveri�cation algorithm has been implemented in BNR-Prolog.As future work, we intend to lift this veri�cation al-gorithm to deal with key-exchange cryptographic pro-tocols. Actually, the same principles apply to theseprotocols. The two �rst steps of our veri�cation algo-rithm remain unchanged. The only step that need tobe accommodated is the third veri�cation step. Here,we still continue working with the deductive proof sys-tem and the intruder knowledge to capture all thecomputation abilities of the intruder.References[1] M. Abadi and Marc. R. Tuttle. A Semantics fora Logic of Authentication. In Proceedings of the16
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